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Section One: Vocabulary  
1. The government was criticized for its ......... of free speech. 
1) distribution             2) contribution                 3) conversion              4) suppression  
2. Goat cheese is enjoying a(n) ......... in popularity because of its benefits to 
human health 
1) upsurge                 2) simulation                    3) vision                    4) enforcement 
3. Super-volcanoes can erupt ........., without the need for an external trigger such 
as an earthquake.  
1) reluctantly                2) marginally               3) spontaneously                    4) manually 
4. Diets low in calcium are also low in many other essential ......... important for 
good bone health.  
1) foundations                  2) nutrients                    3) insights                        4) labels 
5. They were sinking fast, and the captain gave the order to ......... ship. 
1) acquire                2) equate               3) abandon              4) persist  
6. The disease is ......... affecting up to 90% of children worldwide.  
1) major                 2) widespread                  3) finite                     4) domestic  
7. A large animal needs a large ......... to move around and find enough food. 
1) availability                 2) recovery                 3) territory                    4) dimension  
8. Most of the people interviewed asked to remain ......... so that they could speak 
freely. 
1) analogous                2) ambiguous                  3) anonymous                 4) apparent  
9. He was not speeding but still could not stop in time to avoid ......... with the 
other vehicle. 
1) colliding            2) contrasting                    3) eroding                       4) approaching  
10. The debate exist because people have ......... viewpoints about the evidence 
that is available.  
1) resourceful           2) marginal                 3) motivating                     4) conflicting 
11- The new model unfortunately ......... some of the problem of the earlier one 
1) sequenced                2) reproduced              3) visualize                  4) utilized 
12. Poverty still remains a ......... issue in Africa more than in any other region. 
1) potential                2) liberal                 3) dominant                      4) virtual 
13. The manager denies .......... pressure on his staff to work extra hours. 
1) committing                  2) confirming               3) exerting               4) involving  
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14. I ......... the work I was doing and decided to take an hour long break and have 
lunch. 
1) ceased                  2) amended                   3) accumulated                    4) challenged  
15. The Second World War started in Europe when Germany ......... Poland on 
September 1, 1939.  
1) compiled                2) distorted                    3) diminished                      4) invaded  
16 .Police officers ......... the phone call and discovered exactly who was making 
the threats. 
1) traced                    2) ensured                   3) eliminated                       4) disposed  
17 .Health officials say that there is no ......... evidence that shows a link between 
theCOVID-19 vaccine and female infertility.  
1) identical                     2) intense                  3) credible                     4) varying 
18. For many, train.........are high enough that the ability to travel is limited.  
1) ranges                2) fares                 3) domains                     4) intervals 
19. The remains of the military ......... at the top of the mountain are well 
preserved.  
1) fort                  2) schedule                     3) correspondence                     4) attachment  
20- This is a process in which two small particles ......... together to create a larger 
one.  
1) pursue                 2) consult                  3) obtain                   4) fuse  
21. The Victorian period is named after Queen Victoria who ......... over Britain 
from1837 to 1901. 
1) inserted                 2) levied                 3) reigned                   4) monitored  
22. She is in the habit of making notes in the ........ of her textbooks.  
1) exhibitions                2) highlights                   3) devices                    4) margins 
23. Besides working in the fields, ......... women raised children and prepared the 
family's food. 
1) peasant                   2) policy                       3) ruler                      4) symbol 
24. Many plants can be……………… by placing a leaf or stem section in water 
until roots develop. 
1) adapted                   2) established                      3) adjusted                     4) propagated  
25. Simply put, ......... awareness is knowing where your body is in relation to 
objects or other people.  
1) annual                    2) spatial                     3) administrative                   4) adequate 
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 (EPTزبان انگلیسی )ویژه آزمون  در واژگان مشابه اما متفاوتکتاب 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 که به صورت رایگان تقدیم حضورتان می شود  EPTواژه ویژه آزمون  2000جهت تهیه جزوه 

در یکی از پیام رسان های )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی گپ( پیام  09901102460به شماره 

 ارسال فرمایید
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Section Two: Structure  
26- We were offered two ......... from Chicago to Orlando in mid-January 
1) airlines tickets             2) airline ticket            3) airline tickets          4) airlines ticket  
27. Windows 10 is certainly ......... of the two operating systems.  
1) more flexible                           2) the most flexible  
3) most flexible                            4) the more flexible 
28- It gives people like ......... a chance to find out how readers are receiving their 
work  
1) them                 2) themselves                    3) their                        4) they 
 29. The film covers a period of about one year, beginning ......... the summer of 
1944. 
1)in                      2) at                            3) to                        4) on 
30- The scientists .......... more credit than they deserved. 
1) gave                    2) were give                      3) were giving                4) will give  
31- The gravitational attraction on the Moon is much less than ..........  
1) on Earth here      2) here Earth        3) is here on Earth              4) it is here on Earth  
32. In the 1930's, Miss Pearl. .......... real name was Sarah Cannon, created her 
classic work. 
1) whose                     2) which                        3) of whom                          4) that her  
33. They still could have won the game, .........?  
1) couldn't have they                    2) haven't they 
3) couldn't they                             4) couldn't they have 
34. Their team hadn't lost a game the entire season; ........, we beat them by 47 
points last night. 
1) nevertheless            2) provided that                 3) consequently                4) moreover  
35. He......... for nearly three years when his father got the job that took them to 
Hawaii. 
1) has been surfing              2) would surf        3) was surfing           4) had been surfing  
36.......... your writing, you must consider your purpose and audience.  
1) You have improved                             2) Improve  
3) To improve                                          4) Improving  
37. Some of the vans ......... by the fire were owned by customers who had taken 
them in for service.  
1) destroyed                                           2) destroying                    
3) that destroyed                                    4) were destroyed  
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38. With age, bone density tends to decline, ..........  
1) as muscle mass tends                       2) as does muscle mass  
3) so tends muscle mass                       4) but muscle mass does 
39. He claimed to ......... his own investigators to Hawaii last week.  
1) sending                              2) have sending  
3) be sent                               4) have sent  
40. ......... any stronger, Earth could have ended up like Venus. 
1) Being the solar radiation  
2) Having the solar radiation  
3) Had the solar radiation been  
4) The solar radiation to be 
41. She has two kittens, one is black and ......... is all white.  
1) the other               2) another                3) other                    4) the others 
42. All these passports .......... to their owners last week.  
1) should be returned                              2) should have been returned 
3) should have been returning                 4) should have returned  
43. Each semester, we had the students ......... a research paper on an emerging 
technology.  
1) write                   2) wrote                   3) to write                    4) to have written 
44. The agency,........two weeks ago, suspended operations at a private laboratory 
in London.  
1) which it was formed                         2) that forming  
3) which was formed                            4) it was formed  
45. I've never seen anyone work.................Debbie does.  
1) the same tireless as                     2) the same tirelessly as  
3) as tireless as                                4) as tirelessly as a  
46. I was wondering .......... you and Edward would like to join me.  
1) that                    2) if                       3) about                      4) since  
47. I have applied for the position of transport manager ..........  
1) my friend hasn't either                       2) but my friend has  
3) and so did my friend                          4) and my friend has too 
48.  Mary now wishes she ......... her child with her when she left for work that 
morning.  
1) had taken               2) took                    3) could take                      4) has taken  
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 (EPT)ویژه آزمون زبان انگلیسی آموزش جامع گرامر کتاب 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (EPT)ویژه آزمون زبان انگلیسی آموزش تست محور گرامر کتاب 
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 (EPT)ویژه آزمون  EPTگنجینه تست ادوار گذشته آزمون کتاب 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  تنها کافیست EPTآموزش رایگان در گروه های پیام رسان ها ویژه آزمون جهت 

گپ( پیام در یکی از پیام رسان های )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی  09901102460به شماره 

 ارسال فرمایید
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49. The police persuaded the family ......... with an artist who spoke their 
language.  
1) for working                  2) that work                     3) to work                    4) work 
50- You can make your nails grow faster and .......... stronger in just a few weeks. 
1) consideration               2) consider                    3) considerable              4) considerably 
51. 
1) Emma has never regretted to introduce the jump rope into her workout routine  
2) With the help of VR headsets, users can visit places in the universe virtually.  
3) The more names you had, the more respected you were by others.  
4) Einstein won the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics for his work on theoretical physics. 
52. 
1) He did not even hear his mother's footsteps as she came into the room.  
2) This same technology will allow farming to be much, much more efficient  
3) Shatner broke the record for the oldest person in space by eight years  
4) Detectives knocked on the room's door and asked to speak with the tenant  
53. 
1) I tried hard to teach she my sign language, but she was dull and careless.  
2) Many scientists believe the Big Bang is the explosion that created the universe  
3) The most rainfall ever recorded in one year is 25.4 meters in Cherrapunji, India  
4) The government will also pay greater attention to the number of hospitalizations 
54. 
1) The boy who sat beside him was his son.  
2) Jamie isn't used to drink so much.  
3) They are usually thrown away and burned.  
4) Horses and cows sleep while standing up. 
55. 
1) Have you ever made an embarrassed mistake at work?  
2) Dorothy and Zeb looked at one another in wonder.  
3) She was forced to perform when she did not want to. 
4) The speed of sound is around 767 miles per hour.  
56. 
1) A good book would sometimes cost as much as a good house.  
2) The movie has so far seen strong reviews from critics.  
3) Don't never let anyone tell you what you can and cannot do a  
4) None of this is good news for the business companies. 
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57. 
1) It must be difficult for him to keep you happy.  
2) You need to learn a few more things on your own.  
3) He attacked one cameraman's car with an umbrella.  
4) Here are two furnitures you can buy for your office. 
58. 
1) Mary, Mike, or Judy are going to pick me up from school.  
2) The project combines information from eight databases. 
 3) In a few minutes, they had forgotten about the birds.  
4) You don't sound certain enough to make a deal with me.  
59. 
1) It was such hot a day that they decided to go swimming.  
2) She wanted to tell him how much he was like her father.  
3) Within a few minutes, Fritz and Davis also joined them.  
4) She had been taking care of her son for nearly a year. 
60. 
1) Money is used to pay for various goods and services. 
2) The dark room was filled with books, cobwebs, and dust.  
3) Unless her pain continued to increase, so did other symptoms. 
4) The scientific study of sound waves is known as acoustics. 
61. 
1) They walked several yards down the hall before he spoke.  
2) At some point, these native forests will come to an end.  
3) She reached out and taking the picture from his hand.  
4) Paper money was first used in China over 1000 years ago. 
62. 
1) In the weeks since the pandemic took hold in the United States.  
2) Instead of bones, sharks have a skeleton made from cartilage.  
3) Take what you have learned and ask yourself some questions.  
4) Korean culture is making a connection with English speakers. 
 63.  
1) After the war was over, the family moved to Memphis, Tennessee  
2) He received a careful documented report on the immigrants in Italy.  
3) The passengers had four months to get ready for the space trip.  
4) Most of the victims are children under age 5 and pregnant women.  
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64. 
1) It's exactly what airlines don't want consumers to have.  
2) He was there to welcome the crew after the ship returned.  
3) Many in the crowd wore costly clothes and shiny jewels.  
4) They will purchase a little things for Christmas tomorrow. 
 65. 
1) The agency relied on an online survey conducted in August 2020 to June 2021. 
2) It was so important to me to come and celebrate with all the other crew members.  
3) Archaeology helps us understand how humans evolve and culture develops. 
4) Rumba is a kind of music and dance that came from African people in Cuba. 

«در دسترس نمی باشد 85تا  65سوالات »  

 

 (EPT)ویژه آزمون الماس درک مطلب کتاب 
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Section Five: Cloze Passage  
You may be surprised to learn that nearly two thirds of the world's richest men and women 
didn't inherit their wealth, but made their own ... (86) ... through determination, luck, and 
taking risks. Many of these ... (87) ... billionaires didn't even finish school or college, like 
software giant Bill Gates. Gates told his parents that he wanted to ... (88) ... Harvard 
University before finishing his degree in order to start a company selling software. ... (89) 
..., they recognized how motivated he was, and agreed. That company became Microsoft.  
While Bill Gates ... (90) ... go to college, Richard Branson, the British entrepreneur and 
businessman who ... (91) ... the Virgin empire, left school with no qualifications at the age 
of 16. His headmaster told him that he would ... (92)... go to prison or become a millionaire. 
... (93) ... Branson had dyslexia, a condition that can cause difficulties with reading and 
learning. Dyslexia was little ... (94) ... when he was at school and his teachers thought he 
was just stupid or lazy. Branson believes that if he ... (95) ... dyslexia, he probably wouldn't 
have become a ... (96) ... because he wanted to prove to everyone that he was neither stupid 
nor lazy! 
Some of these billionaires, like Oprah Winfrey, the African-American talk-show host, were 
born into.... (97)....She was the daughter of a housemaid and a coal miner, and lived in 
extreme financial hardship on her grandmother's farm in Mississippi for a large part of her 
childhood. Oprah's ... (98)... came when she got a job in radio while she was still at high 
school. Oprah's grandmother has often said that she always knew her granddaughter would 
... (99) ... the stage because she never stopped talking as a child! 
Full of struggle and sometimes pain, dreams, and courage, the stories of these rags to riches 
billionaires are a(n) ... (100) ... for us all. 
86-   1) commitments                2) fortunes                 3)stories                       4) statements  
87-   1) inherited                       2) real estate               3) self-made                4) evil  
88-   1) apply for                       2) leave                      3) attend                      4) establish 
89-   1) Luckily                         2) Even though          3) Unfortunately          4) Provided that  
90-   1) at least didn't                2) did at least             3) at last                  4) did less than to  
91-   1) occupied                       2) received                 3) founded                   4) detected 
92-   1) both                              2) only                       3) either                        4) neither 
93-    1) So                                 2) But                        3) Or                           4) For 
94-    1) affected                         2) developed              3) discussed               4) understood 
 95-   1) was not having              2) didn't have                  3) hasn't had             4) hadn't had 
96-    1) success                          2) failure                         3) challenge              4) teacher  
97-    1) wealth                           2) poverty                       3) slavery                   4) fame  
98-    1) suffering                           2) childhood experience   
          3) freedom                  4) lucky break  
99-    1) slip off                          2) return to                      3) end up on              4) give up  
100-  1) concern                        2) exercise                       3) inspirations      4) disappointment  
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«پاسخنامه کلیدی»  

 

 پاسخ صحیح سوال پاسخ صحبح سوال پاسخ صحیح سوال

1 4 35 4 69 - 

2 1 36 3 70 - 

3 3 37 1 71 - 

4 2 38 2 72 - 

5 3 39 4 73 - 

6 2 40 3 74 - 

7 3 41 1 75 - 

8 3 42 2 76 - 

9 1 43 1 77 - 

10 4 44 3 78 - 

11 2 45 4 79 - 

12 3 46 2 80 - 

13 3 47 4 81 - 

14 1 48 1 82 - 

15 4 49 3 83 - 

16 1 50 4 84 - 

17 3 51 1 85 - 

18 2 52 1 86 2 

19 1 53 1 87 3 

20 4 54 2 88 2 

21 3 55 1 89 1 

22 4 56 3 90 2 

23 1 57 4 91 3 

24 4 58 1 92 3 

25 2 59 1 93 2 

26 3 60 3 94 4 

27 2 61 3 95 4 

28 1 62 1 96 1 

29 1 63 2 97 2 

30 2 64 4 98 4 

31 4 65 1 99 3 

32 1 66 - 100 3 

33 3 67 -   

34 1 68 -   
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به صورت  EPTبرای شرکت در کلاس های آموزش 

  "حضوری، آنلاین و خصوصی"

تماس  02166497602تنها کافیست با شماره تماس 

در یکی از  09901102460به شماره حاصل فرمایید یا 

 )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی گپ( پیام رسان های 

 .پیام ارسال فرمایید
 


